Mediation Effects of Political Skills Dimensions on Employee Performance
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Abstract
The main objective to conduct this research is to examine that how employee performance could be increase by the impact of different dimensions of political skills. To examine how employee performance can be affected by mediation relationship of four different dimensions of political skills if those dimensions directly related with proactive personality. The finding shows positive significant relation between proactive personality and employee performance having dimensions of political skills as mediator as mediator which then enhance employee performance. These findings could be used in big organizations to achieve significant results by developing the abilities of politics in employee which will further lead to greater employee performance.
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1. Introduction
Persons with high proactive personality they thinks to be more energetic towards taking initial steps to have an impact on their surrounding environment, they learn to dig out how to take benefit from their prevailing scum stances and they make such type of circumstances to increase the social relation as compare to individuals having less proactive personality traits. Proactive personality and step taking behavior of employees plays an important part in the organization, reasonable research highlights the proactive approach in personality leave a great effect with respect to the performed actions and their results as mentioned by Crant (2000).

Researcher have focused and find out that proactive personality has good impact with reference to different types of organizational outputs, it also includes leading abilities leadership discussed by (Crant, 2000). Many researchers has shown the proactive approach in personality relate positively to many types of consequences within the organization simply one can assume that proactive persons can perform better. Some researcher has originates that job performance has a great impact on the success of their future mentioned by (Seibert et al, 1999). That’s why, it is a need to check those variable that mediates the relation between proactive personality and performance. For example, it is the opinion by the researcher about those employees who gets higher job performance by using networking ability that is link with one construct of critical skill elaborated by (Thompson, 2005).

Apart from its impact, some of research studies have checked through models straightforwardly by which research found that proactive personality further enhance healthy relation on task-related results. Having in mind proactive personality is a personality trait, which is a good forecaster for behaviors related to the job of an employee, worked by (Barrick et al, 2002). Another researcher established that all those skills related to politics in organization create positive relation to task performance discussed by (Liu et al, 2007). To understand the mediation impact in a better way for four different types of skills of politics on performance, our research highlights the performance with reference to extra role and in role performance. In-role performance highlights the attitudes that particularly describe in the job of an employee and these attitudes directly link to the achievements of all those tasks which can add more worth for the organization. The contribution which made a value addition from performance of extra role enhances worth of the organization but it includes the attitudes
whose intention is specifically on psyche, society and organization researched by (Motowidlo, 2003). So, these two roles of performances are equally essential for the organization.

As a researcher (Junqishi et al, 2010) has cited in his research which has been explored by (Katz, 1964) that it is necessary for a well performing organization their workers should keep on performing as particular description of the job and he himself also tries to perform above the description of job. Workers should add worth to the organization by giving them physical (e.g. material) unseen (e.g. encouragement, news, and time) and back up to the people in their assigned work, that is an element of altruism with reference to performance.

Most of the hypothetical mechanism related in literature, that include OCB, normally includes altruism as a significant part that is dimension of performance may be they differ particularly in other areas related to perform the behaviors for extra role discussed by (Motowidlo and Borman, 1993). Moreover, altruism has been examined for checking the impact of proactive approach in personality towards extra role performance. Through a procedural examination to see the mediate impact of different dimension among proactive approach in personality and required performance i.e. in-role performance and helping behavior weighted by participants’ direct boss, our objective to give a more detailed perceptive about the models that tells us the useful impact of proactive personality on performance.

2. Literature Review

The existing study attempts to solve the short coming by examining different models of job performance. For the accomplishment of this goal we go through literature related to multi dimensional construct of political skills. This literature helps us in getting theoretical basis for the different hypotheses.

The main element of proactive personality is based on someone’s social connection which derives that environment of the society is not only the factor which influence someone, persons connections does matter to influence others elaborated by (Bryan et al 2009). The skills of politics can be describe all those capabilities which help anyone to know about others with in the working environment and than utilize such understanding as knowledge to guide others according to in a direction which can help to achieve organizational or personal goals expressed by (Ahearn et al, 2004). Some of other researcher recognizes different dimensions of political skills like interpersonal influence, apparent sincerity, social astuteness and networking ability presented by (Ferris et al, 2005).

All those behavior which is demanded to perform by the job description and normally those behaviors has greater link to achieve all those tasks which are necessary and more important to add some value for role of the organization is called in-roll performance. Literature has shown that the persons who uses proactively in their personalities are also good to perform according to the job description that is ultimately enhance the in role-performance. Researchers has explored that proactive personality is directly interlinked within role performance, which means that proactive person’s in role performance lead to greater employee performance discussed by (Ashrod; Grant, 2008). To better understand proactive personality we have gone through from a reasonable literature related to altruism or extra role performance literature has gave many definitions about extra role behaviors many scholars and researchers has done work on the proactive personality and the importance of extra role behaviors or altruism.

Behaviors which are not specified in job description but employee or workmen himself or herself wanted to perform those behaviors, it includes every type of help which any worker or employee provide to his co worker or colleague to provide solution for the real time problems which his or her fellow facing during the performance of his or her job description worked by (Podsakoff, organ., 2000). But these behaviors just not be performed for the co worker or fellow in the organization one can help in the same manners to the stake holders of the organization i.e. public, customers dealers and people who have concerned whit purchases worked out by (Podsakoff et al, 2000). Performance of extra role behavior or altruism also highlights that, attitudes which are highly characterized by socialism and in the context of psychology discussed by (Motowidlo, 2003). To exemplify altruism behaviors researchers has established that, extra role behaviors or altruism can be perform by helping the trainees, new comers in performing their own task which has been described in their job description that help is important for their in role performance but by whom they are helped at that time for those it is altruism or extra roll performance at the same time researched by (Podsakoff et al, 2000).

To see the relation between of independent and dependent variables it is necessary to review political skills used in the organization to achieve performance and further more literature has helped by providing sufficient data on different construct of political skills, it includes networking ability interpersonal influence social astuteness and apparent sincerity. By getting all this appropriate literature review can help for better understanding the relationship of proactive personality within role performance and altruism or extra role performance that has
already been discussed. Political skills involved factors which can leave an impact on people within someone social life and in the surroundings but this type of special skill is only a way to influence others just by understanding their mind sets to achieve personal goals. According to a researcher there are four main dimensions of political skills suited by (Ferris et al, 2005). These dimensions are discussed below:

The ability to make social network is one of the important mediating dimension for altruism in role performance. Researchers has established that the ability to make network and social contacts with respect to organizational as well as in society should be in a way that It can enhance overall performance in every task which is required to achieve, political skills which were en compasses by good networking skill is fruitful to achieve required individual as well as group performance discussed by (sparrow et al, 2001).Networking skills is strength to accurately recognize and to make a diverse type of connections and network with others. If an individual have extra skills related to networ k ability it should fruitful for people to gain good return from the prevailing situations while they are on a good designation and having worth able and important assets for their own and organizational growth.

Interpersonal influence can be said to personality style through which an individual induce others by adding energetic impact in their political skills to convince persons. Such type of interpersonal skill let people use to for handling different circumstances using their behaviors, which ultimately helps to get their goals. To make personally influenced to others like subordinates, superiors or follow co worker it is a marvelous additional quality which some individual hold through which they can easily make others motivate for achieving their goals discussed by (Ferris et al, 2005). “Interpersonal influence can be described as the capacity of an individual or a group (which may lie dormant) to exert their will over another or others” presented by (French and Raven, 2001).

As social astuteness is also most important dimension of using ability of politics to built an effective mediation relation between proactive personality and altruism or extra role performance and job in role behaviors, astuteness commonly can be said to observe persons and surroundings to analyze the prevailing circumstances for using those situations according to one’s behavioral setting according to the need of running time in order to best utilization of those persons and environment for achieving one’s goals were mentioned by (Ferris, et al 2007). Social astuteness seems to be a natural phenomenon of human’s behavior and psyche in context of socialism, as it may be observed in daily life of organization as well society where everyone try to set his or her behavior and mind set according to the prevailing environment so that ultimately one can utilize his or her abilities in best manner for the set up goals.

Self monitoring is another important characteristics of people who use political skills in organizations for achieving high job performance people who themselves get into the processes of organizations are called high self monitors, people having proactive personality their political skills should be characterized by self monitoring because they normally do the work themselves instead depending on others mentioned by (K. Martin; David V, 1994). It has been seem that self monitoring individuals are mostly high achievers because due to their self monitoring on the processes they got maximum results and people in the organization as well as from society gave them high appreciation. This highly appreciated feed-back make them conscious about their public image and they always try to achieve high job performance which means that self monitoring pushes proactive personality towards altruism or helping behaviors and in role performance.

3. Hypotheses Development and Theoretical Framework

H1. Proactive personality has shown a significant positive relationship with in-role performance.

H2. Proactive personality has shown a significant positive relationship with Altruism.

H3. The interpersonal influence has shown significant positive mediation relationship between proactive personality and in-role performance.

H4. The social astuteness has shown a significant positive mediation relationship between proactive personality and in role performance and altruism.

H5. The networking ability has shown a significant positive relationship between proactive personality and in-role performance and altruism.

H6. The self monitoring has shown a significant positive mediation relationship between proactive personality and in-role performance.
4. Methodology and Research Design

Data will be collected from the major banks of Pakistan and Sample size will be of 400 employees. Random sampling method should be chosen for data collection form different rank of employees within those major banks, employees should be involved from top to functional level because every employee from different levels have its own tasks and concerns. Top level management routinely deals with policy making for the stakeholders, customers and employees of the organization while in this process they need to interact with all level of employees and on the other hand functional level employees usually get in touch with the customers, clients and parties as well as they interact with their colleagues or subordinate for solving the problems or for helping them. Resultantly their responses could be helpful to collect the appropriate data from the selected respondents through random sampling.

5. Results and Discussion

Although the existing literature has much data about employee performance with different dimensions some researchers just has done work on proactive personality and its relation to employee performance while literature has also highlight that many researcher has gone through different sub dimensions of political skills and its impact on employee performance. The recent literature has shown that different dimensions of political skills are taken to see the mediation impact of all those skills on proactive personality and in role performance and altruism directly or indirectly. Literature has explored that the mediation impact of social astuteness positively relates proactive personality to in role performance and altruism and proactive personality directly influenced on social astuteness as well as in role performance and altruism which consequently increase employee performance. Networking ability also stands as same as social astuteness is, proactive personality directly positively related within role and altruism while networking ability mediates positive relationship between proactive personality on dependent variables, due to networking ability one can easily pass through the important information to others as well he can also get help from others which automatically increase his or her performance on work. Interpersonal influence which is also an important skills of politics stands a bit different from others mediators in relation to proactive personality and in role performance and altruism although interpersonal influence mediates the relation between the proactive personality and in role performance in a positive way but it does not mediates proactive personality to altruism as interpersonal influence something which is related to use of power or authority on subordinates, and one can only use his or her authority on subordinates to influence them to perform according to the job description and requirement of the task but interpersonal influence cannot help to enhance helping
behaviors or altruism in employees but consequently it will increase employee performance as mediates positively within role performance.

As per recommendation from the previous research work our study aims to see the mediation impact of self-monitoring with all other three mediators self-monitoring is although is a new mediator but it mediates positively proactive personality to in role performance only, as self-monitoring is conducted for the purpose of monitoring employees on job performance which consequently leads to high performance. Self-monitors are normally examines employees all those behaviors which are specifically related to their role in performance and self-monitors are normally can be found among leader of the teams or groups and they are highly characterized just on focusing their work even they are not much keep in contacts with their old colleagues mentioned by (Kilduff Martin,1994). Conflicts are normally occurs when an employee does not know what to perform i.e. job description in role performance and superior or boss also unable to get maximum performance form employee in this situation self-monitor persons can easily provide solutions because they were monitoring in to the organization their self and consequently in role performance should help to increase employee performance.

6. Conclusion

In concluding remarks our research envisages that all of the dimensions of political skills mediates positively between proactive personality and in role performance and altruism, our study also dig out a new insight by adding self-monitoring as a new mediator which increase the importance of political skills dimensions and the relation among proactive personality and dependent variables. The theoretical model shows the direct relationship of proactive personality and in role performance and altruism it envisages that the proactive personality and its relation with dependent variables is also important in increasing employee performance but the dimensions of political skills increase the affirmativeness of that relationship by mediating those dimensions on in role performance and extra role performance or altruism. The new exploration on previous study that is self-monitoring which can be play more effective role in increasing employee performance, but it could give some fruit only when self-monitoring take place practically in the organization by using three other dimensions of political skills for enhancing the employee performance, the future research may could bring modification in that model for making employee performance more effective.

This research has many managerial applications in the organizations to achieve maximum employee performance, if the theoretical modal implemented with full strength and then any organization can achieve results according to their prevailing environment. It is necessary to make the environment in the organization in a way that every employee can built himself or herself so that he or she can enhance their political skills which the leads to good performance. For the attainment of accurate results by the managerial application of the model the environment should be supportive for the employees to increase their network ability which effects altruism and in role performance, social astuteness should also effects accordingly while interpersonal influence and self monitoring will be more effective on in role performance only when the environment of the organization is supportive to implement the mechanism in which the relationship of proactive personality and job performance is exist, by providing the sufficient training to employees to enhancing the use of their political skills and its importance should also be helpful in getting the required results of the managerial application of this model that is to gain employee performance.

Recommendation for future research needs to test the model in other professional organizations, because our research limits within the banking sector of Pakistan and the population which is selected for sample only the employee’s form banks. Although this model could be useful for any organization who wants to achieve employee performance by using political skill as mediators between proactive personality and in role performance and extra role performance or altruism but future study cannot explore new horizons only by changing organization for the testing of model. The most appropriate recommendation for future research is to examine dimension of political skills with respect to culture of the organization because culture has great impact on employee’s performance.
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